Functional significance of olfactory-induced oscillations in the human amygdala.
We recorded directly from the amygdalar nucleus of nine epileptic patients performing a delayed odor-matching recognition memory task. Time-frequency analysis of the responses to the odorants revealed that the stimulations elicited induced oscillatory responses, as well as already described olfactory evoked potentials. These oscillatory responses were composed of two frequency components--one in the beta band (15-25 Hz) and a faster one, in the low gamma band (25-35 Hz)--both of which lasted during the full duration of the inspiration. In pairs of identical odorants, the power of gamma oscillations was weaker for the second odorant (the target) than for the first one (the sample). We observed no such difference when the first and second odorants of a pair were different. Thus, gamma oscillations in the amygdala are weaker for repeated stimuli, a mechanism known as repetition suppression. This is consistent with an involvement of the human amygdala in the encoding and retrieval of olfactory information independently of its hedonic properties, at least in epileptic patients. Altogether, our results corroborate in humans evidence found in animals that oscillations serve as a common coding process of olfactory information.